
BROWN TRANSFER APPLICATION ESSAY

These essays helped pave the way to admissions offers.

More specifically, you want to convey your abilities in two key areas: the scientific side of medicine i. We are
talking about supplements for college application essays. Making decisions regarding course selection,
seeking advice from advisors, and utilizing time efficiently have all been part of the process, accomplished at a
distance from the familiar support structures and cues of both home and high school. When addressing each
prompt, it is essential to consider the overall character and focus of the school in relationship to your personal
objectives. If you choose to talk about a particular skill you found rewarding or challenging, depicting a
struggle will be much more interesting. Most math majors take many more courses than this in math, but our
requirements allow those who wish to major in math to take many courses in non-mathematical subjects.
Many colleges and universities now use the Common Application for transfer applications, requiring transfer
applicants to write a Common Application essay describing the reasons for transferring and to also write
several school-specific supplement essays. Marie Todd has been involved in college admissions for over
twenty years. As the first Ivy League school to accept students from all religious affiliations, Brown is known
for its openness. Are you hoping to fuse your passion for culinary arts and world history by creating a club in
which members gather together to cook and enjoy cuisines from all over the world and throughout time? The
campus is lively throughout the day. The key here is not necessarily to describe the exact set of courses that
you will take, but rather to show your admissions officer that you have done your research and that you can
assemble a plan. This paragraph has an interesting topic sentence. Brown has a highly competitive applicant
pool. Nor has it interfered with my involvement in extracurricular activities. It received 35, undergraduate
applications for the class of  You only have words, so make sure to be succinct! Many of the elements of an
effective college admissions essay further that goal. The final thing you want to address is why specifically
you want to join an accelerated program. Be direct, but include details and specific examples. This is the
purpose of the undergraduate experience. Also, the applicant writes positively about her current school, citing,
for example, its small class size and the seminar formats. You can discus a single place or several places that
are significant to you. On applications, this prompt is stated in a variety of ways, from asking you to tell them
why you are a fit, or what you will bring or contribute to their school, or just why you want to go there. To
address both of these aspects, you will need to weave a narrative that connects your technical scientific
training to your capacity for empathy and care. Maybe you want to illustrate your sense of humor, your
expertise in an additional area not highlighted on your resume or activity sheet, an unusual hobby you have, a
difficult family situation, or a remarkable emotional or intellectual discovery you made. Use the main essay as
an opportunity to show academic heft and focus. With just one to two meaty sentences, you can still start
engaging that event in a critical conversation. Something happens. We also train them on how to interpret
prompts, facilitate the brainstorming process, and provide inspiration for great essays, with curriculum culled
from our years of experience helping students write essays that work. What specifically draws you to Brown
that you cannot find anywhere else? Concluding words: Each transfer application is unique, and therefore, we
cannot provide an exhaustive list of details and information that should be included. Are you interested in
international affairs? A strong response to this question would integrate gathered knowledge about Brown's
specific offerings into a personal narrative based around experience, to demonstrate how the unique
opportunities at Brown represent an obvious next step in developing your interests. Otherwise, if your resume
is more balanced, you can resort to saying that you are committed to medicine because you already spent high
school exploring other fields and have ruled out other possibilities. I just gave a workshop on how to write
college supplement essays to a group of college-bound students yesterday, and wanted to share some of the
advice and tips on how to make them stand out.


